AbstractÐIn this paper, we describe a system for rapid verification of unconstrained off-line handwritten phrases using perceptual holistic features of the handwritten phrase image. The system is used to verify handwritten street names automatically extracted from live U.S. mail against recognition results of analytical classifiers. Presented with a binary image of a street name and an ASCII street name, holistic features (reference lines, large gaps and local contour extrema) of the street name hypothesis are ªpredictedº from the expected features of the constituent characters using heuristic rules. A dynamic programming algorithm is used to match the predicted features with the extracted image features. Classes of holistic features are matched sequentially in increasing order of cost, allowing an ACCEPT/REJECT decision to be arrived at in a time-efficient manner. The system rejects errors with 98 percent accuracy at the 30 percent accept level, while consuming approximately 20/msec per image on the average on a 150 MHz SPARC 10.
INTRODUCTION
H ANDWRITTEN Word Recognition (HWR), also called Isolated Handwritten Word Recognition, deals with the problem of machine reading of handwritten words. The location and segmentation of handwritten words from their surroundings is a complex task for most real applications (reading legal amounts on bank checks, responses on forms, and addresses on mail pieces), and a research problem in its own right. Most work on isolated HWR assumes that the handwritten word has been segmented by an algorithm appropriate to the application domain prior to being presented to the HWR algorithm.
Approaches to the task of HWR have traditionally been classified as analytical and holistic. The analytical approach treats a word as a collection of simpler subunits such as characters and proceeds by segmenting the word into these units, identifying the units and building a word-level interpretation using the lexicon. The word-based or holistic approach, on the other hand, treats the word as a single, indivisible entity and attempts to recognize it using features of the word as whole. The latter approach is inspired by psychological studies of human reading [1] , [2] which indicate that humans use features of word shape such as length, ascenders, and descenders in reading.
In this paper, we use the term ªword verificationº to refer to the task of verifying that a given image of a word or phrase is that of a given ASCII string, or one of a given set of ASCII strings. While word recognition is a classification task with as many possible responses as there are word classes, verification is the task of deciding whether or not a pattern could belong to a given word class. Independent verification is useful in overcoming limitations of a particular set of features or HWR algorithm, in terms of spotting errors and improving robustness with respect to a variety of writing styles.
Section 2 describes some related work in the area of using holistic features and verification. In Section 3, we discuss some challenges to the purely shape-based verification of U.S. street names. In Section 4, we describe HOVER, a system for rapid holistic verification of street name images using coarse shape features.
Section 5 describes the evaluation of the system. A summary of this effort and a plan for future work is presented in Section 6. [4] and CMR [5] . Each classifier takes as input the binary image of the street name and the expanded lexicon of street name candidates, computes a confidence for each street name candidate, and ranks the lexicon by decreasing confidence. Both classifiers are based on the analytical paradigm of oversegmentation of the given binary word image into segments, and use of OCR to determine the identities of groups of segments. However, they differ in the segmentation algorithm, features used by OCR, and the extent to which the lexicon is integrated into the recognition process. An error is defined in the context of this task as the event that the add-on associated with the top choice of a classifier is not the correct add-on for the mail piece.
Background

Fig. 1. It employs two handwritten word classifiers WMR
Motivation
The context of interpretation of handwritten addresses (HWAI) is the prime motivation for the development of a fast word verification system based on the holistic paradigm. Streets recognized with high confidence by either classifier are accepted and those with poor confidences are rejected by WRC. Street names recognized with confidences in the ªgray-areaº of both classifiers are passed to a decision combination stage which looks for agreement between the two classifiers and accepts the agreed upon top-ranked street name if their combined confidence exceeds a threshold . In general, when neither WMR nor CMR is very confident, but both agree on the top-ranked street, it is more likely than not that the street is correctly recognized. Experiments indicate that nearly 84 percent of the cases of agreement rejected in the decision combination stage due to low classifier confidences are, in fact, correctly classified. A word verification system may be used to salvage some of the correctly classified cases from the pool of ªagreement-rejectsº by verifying that the street name image is that of the agreed upon street name.
Clearly, the correctly classified cases are not separable from the error cases based on CMR and WMR confidences, and the verifier must use a different set of features. The verification must also be rapid to meet the real-time requirements for the HWAI task. Holistic features are a logical choice for this purpose, both because of their orthogonality to the features used by the analytical classifiers, and the speed of feature extraction and matching they make possible.
We have used holistic methods as a lexicon reduction step and analytical recognizers as the second stage [6] . However, such a strategy is more suitable in applications such as recognition of prose where the initial lexicon size is very large (! IY HHH). The HWAI application presents an average lexicon size of 10. Hence, we choose to use the holistic paradigm to verify the choice(s) made by the analytical recognizers. We do use a way of weighting the recognizers by the choice of the confidence thresholds. The more reliable recognizer's results are accepted at a lower threshold. This is indirectly enforcing a weighting scheme. In our application, on average, WMR is the most reliable followed by CMR and the holistic recognizer (HOVER).
PREVIOUS WORK
Moreau [7] extracted vertical and horizontal strokes, loops, i-dots, and t-bars from the offline image to obtain a string descriptor, and compared the descriptor with unique prototypes of words found in French check amounts and their more common orthographic deviations using Dynamic Programming.
Leroux et al. [8] extracted ascenders, descenders, loops, i-dots, and unattached t-bars from the contours of connected components, and obtained a string descriptor. Word length was estimated as the number of letter segments obtained as a by-product of a separate analytical subsystem. The Levenshtein metric was used to compare the test string with reference strings obtained from training corresponding to a small lexicon of check amounts.
Camillerapp et al. [9] labeled singular vertices (endpoints, crossings, and points of local curvature) in the skeletonized gray-level image and obtained a tree of stroke primitives. Each tree node was described by the type of primitive, vertical word zone position, and its relative horizontal position within the word. Each lexicon word was coded as a similar tree of primitives, except that each node could describe a set of primitives covering variations that may be expected at that point. The presence of extensions and a length estimate were used to reject irrelevant candidates. A similarity score was using a two-dimensional adaptation of edit distance with only insertions and deletions. In addition, a dissimilarity score was computed based on the primitives present in the word but forbidden in the model. The likelihood of a word model was computed as the difference between the similarity and dissimilarity scores. Dodel and Shinghal [10] describe a hybrid analyticalholistic method for offline words which uses a decision tree (akin to`20-questions') to identify the correct class from a static lexicon of 31 words. Aspect ratio (horizontal extent/ mid zone width), and relative positions of ascenders and descenders are used to achieve direct recognition of some words such as`Eight,' and partial recognition of others.
Holistic features have been used for the verification of handwritten British postal addresses [11] , [12] . The authors report that for some choice of thresholds, the verification procedure allows 43 percent of the postcodes to be read with an error rate of 1.5 percent. Because the object of the system is verification of the postcode using the rest of the address, the authors have not attempted to quantify the success of the system at verifying individual words in the address. The execution time per address of the verification process is also not discussed.
The term ªverificationº is encountered most frequently in the context of signatures [13] . Signature verification is markedly different from the application we have outlined in at least two respects: 1) The classes are static, and usually a large number of exemplars of each class may be assumed available, and 2) there is very little variability in the appearance of the handwritten signal compared to the general case of omni-scriptor, unconstrained handwritten words.
Recently, there has been some investigation into the task of spotting keywords in handwritten documents [14] . These approaches are typically based on global word shape and require models of the keywords to be constructed from training. This naturally limits the keywords that may be searched for to those with sufficient presence in the data set. The task of verification as we have described it, on the other hand, works by synthetically constructing word models from character models, since the ªkeywordº (phrase to be verified) is not known a priori.
Clearly, our task calls for the application of the holistic paradigm to a dynamic lexicon scenario [15] , wherein the lexicon is not known a priori. Each zip code and street number pair presents a unique lexicon. Thus, each street name image is linked with a unique lexicon. As the zip code and street numbers vary among mail pieces, so do the lexicons. Such dynamic and large lexicon scenarios represent a challenge for holistic approaches since traditional training of a classifier from a large population of sample images of each word class is not possible. In [16] , we developed a methodology of coarse holistic features and heuristic prediction of such features from ASCII that allows the application of holistic features to large and dynamic lexicon scenarios.
CHALLENGING ISSUES
The name of a street as it appears on the mail pieces is often a variant of the standard form present in the postal directories. In order to use holistic features for verification of street names, it is desirable that the particular variant of the street name passed to the verifier correspond exactly to the manifestation on the mail piece. The differences may be classified as nontextual and textual.
Nontextual differences result primarily from the lack of a standard regarding the writing of street names, and may be further classified as differences in case, punctuation, and word splitting. Punctuation such as periods, commas, and apostrophes are sufficiently small relative to the text components to be discarded in a preprocessing step. However, word breaks and differences in case greatly influence the overall shape of the phrase. Typographical errors are tolerated by holistic approaches to the extent that they preserve word shape. Examples of nontextual differences are shown in Table 1 .
Textual differences spring from various sources: System errors in automatic segmentation of the street name from the mail piece, patron errors in directionals and suffix, typographical differences, and so on ( Table 2) .
Since the image of the street name is presently obtained by identifying the street number and extracting the portion of the street line to its right, secondary information such as suite and apartment numbers are often erroneously included in the street name. Errors in location of the street number may cause a portion of the street number to be included in the street name image, or vice versa.
Typographical differences stem not so much from carelessness on the part of the patron as from phonetically equivalent ways of spelling proper names. Missing and spurious directionals are indicative of differences between the common and correct names of streets. Transpositions of directionals are, strictly speaking, more related to form than content, but are included here since they alter the sequence of characters in the street name image. Common suffixes such as ªAvenueº are frequently substituted by other common suffixes such as ªDrive.º Finally, in order to restrict the size of the expanded lexicon, only a limited number of common expansions of street prefixes and suffixes are applied during the expansion process, and ªuncommonº expansions are another source of textual differences between image contents and lexicon string.
TABLE 2 Examples of Textual Differences Between Image Contents and Verification String
Many of the images differ from the officially valid form of the street name in more than one way. For example, ªCanal streetº differs from ªCanal Ave SWº in case, and features suffix substitution, and missed directionals. Missed suffixes and predirectionals are so common that the lexicon is expanded to include these as street name variants. Fig. 2 shows the variants of ªSouth 9th Stº that are included in the expanded lexicon to account for the patron's errors and form of writing. In spite of this, a word recognizer, such as WMR, may pick a street name variant with a suffix over the variant without the suffix, typically when there is some noise or secondary information following the street name. For example, missing suffix combined with secondary information (ªTHICKET #102º) causes the word recognizer to select the variant with a suffix (ªThicket Laneº). Secondary information following the street name (ªE. Kings Hwy Suite 2,º ªS. 4 st #eº) causes the word recognizer to select a variant with a longer suffix or middle part (ªE. Kings Highway,º ªS Fourthº).
The performance of a holistic verification scheme is limited by both textual and nontextual mismatches between the street name image and the variant of the street name presented for verification. The former is influenced by the patron and the segmentation procedure employed by the system. In the application of HWAI, the verification string is the output of an analytical classifier, the segmented street name image, and idiosyncrasies of the classifier. Our experiments have shown that mismatches between the form and content of the image and verification string limit the fraction of correctly classified cases that may be verified using shape features to approximately 60 percent.
METHODOLOGY
In this section, we introduce HOVER, a system for rapid HOlistic VERification of handwritten phrases such as street name images using coarse word shape features. The input to HOVER is a binary image of a handwritten phrase and a verification lexicon containing one or more ASCII verification strings. The objective of the system is to verify that the image is that of any one of the verification strings using coarse word shape features.
In our application, the input image is that of a handwritten street name as extracted by the HWAI system, and the lexicon is comprised of the street name variants of the concurrent highest ranked street from WMR. The design of HOVER, however, is independent of application domain. We will use the term ªlexicon phraseº interchangeably with verification string to refer to strings from the verification lexicon.
The major components in HOVER are described in detail in the sections that follow. Processing is composed of a bottom-up feature extraction followed by a top-down evaluation phase.
The salient features of HOVER are the following:
1. Chain-code-based image processing: Preprocessing operations such as slant normalization and feature extraction tasks such as detection of local extrema and determination of reference lines are implemented using a chain-coded representation of the binary image for greater computational efficiency [17] . 2. Lexicon-driven detection of features: In lieu of purely bottom-up, image-driven detection of positional features such as interword gaps, ascenders, and descenders, multiple candidates are extracted from the image and the predicted features of the verification string are used to determine the true image features among the extracted candidates. This is analogous to a lexicon-driven ªoversegmentationº strategy of using elastic matching to select the best alignment of segmentation points corresponding to a lexicon string [4] . 3. Variable feature grid: Positions of features such as gaps, ascenders, and descenders are computed with respect to a variable grid determined by the reference lines and lower contour minima [18] . The positions are real-valued and expressed in terms of Holistic Segment Distance. 4. Heuristic prediction of lexicon features: Features of the verification string are predicted from ASCII using coarse models of ªidealº characters. 5. Hierarchical evaluation: Lexicon evaluation is organized into stages. The sequence of features used is: 1) length, 2) gaps, 3) ascenders, and 4) descenders. Each stage is composed of a feature matching step and a decision step enabling rapid rejection of poor matches. 6. Elastic matching: A dynamic programming algorithm is used to match positional features such as gaps, ascenders, and descenders of the verification string with the corresponding candidates from the image, the object being to determine the best match for the predicted lexicon features from among the extracted image feature candidates. 7. Models of positional distortion: Models of how ideal shape features are distorted in practice are implicitly employed to determine the best match between the ideal lexicon features and feature candidates from the image. 8. Attributes of writing style: Style parameters computed during the matching process are used to compensate for particular writing styles by rescaling confidence measures prior to thresholding. 9. Training: Confidences for positional features such as gaps, ascenders, and descenders are computed from logistic models obtained using Logistic Regression from manually truthed training samples.
Preprocessing
The input image is converted to a contour representation and normalized with respect to slant. Baseline skew is computed and reference lines determined at the skew angle. Gaps, local maxima on the upper contours of components, and minima on the lower contours are identified. Confidences associated with these features are designed to reflect the likelihood that they are truly word gaps, ascenders, and descenders, respectively. Hard decisions regarding the identity of the features extracted from the image are postponed to the evaluation phase, where they may be made reliably in a lexicon-driven manner. The binary image is scanned from top to bottom and right to left, and transitions from white (background) to black (foreground) are detected. The contour is then traced counterclockwise (clockwise for interior contours) and expressed as an array of contour elements. Each contour element represents a pixel on the contour and contains fields for the x,y coordinates of the pixel, the slope or direction of the contour into the pixel, and auxiliary information such as curvature.
Noise Removal
Thresholds on minimum component area and dimensions are used to discard small connected components corresponding to salt and pepper noise during the process of chain code generation. In this step, an attempt is made to detect larger, extraneous components corresponding to dots of i's and punctuation marks such as periods and commas, using their size and position relative to the reference lines.
Slant Normalization
Contours of connected components are traversed and the mean character slant is computed from relatively vertical stretches of contour. Normalization is performed by means of a shear transformation applied to the contour elements. Discontinuities introduced into the contours as a result of the transformation are mended and the contours are smoothed [17] , as shown in Fig. 3 .
Feature Extraction
This section describes the detection of coarse holistic features suitable for the purpose of verification of word and phrase strings.
Determination of Upper and Lower Contours
It is useful to divide an exterior contour into an upper and lower part since it helps localize features such as ascenders and descenders. The segmentation of an exterior contour into upper and lower contours involves the detection of two ªturnoverº points on the contourÐthe points at which the lower contour changes to upper contour and vice versa [19] . The ªtrueº turnover points are known only when the word is written cursively with leading and end ligaturesÐthe left end of the leading ligature and the right end of the ending ligature then constitute the turnover points. For mixed-style writing, turnover points may be approximated by the left and right extremes of the contour within the middle zone, and can be computed by a single traversal of the contours (Fig. 4) . 
Estimation of Reference Lines
The technique for reference line estimation calls for an initial estimate of baseline skew. Local minima from the lower contours of words may be used as an indication of the implicit baseline. These are extracted from the sections of exterior contours demarcated by the left and right extremes and the standard deviation of their row coordinate is used to reject minima corresponding to descenders. Baseline skew is estimated by linear regression over the remaining minima.
Given the estimated skew m , intersections of image contours with lines of the form y = m x are accumulated for different values of offset , from a single traversal of the contours. The resulting angular histogram of contour crossings is used to determine the baseline, halfline, and top and bottom lines [19] , as shown in Fig. 5 .
Determination of Local Extrema
Local y-maxima on the upper contour are candidate ascenders and local y-minima on the lower contour are potential descenders. The algorithm used for detecting local extrema from the contours is detailed in [19] . A number of heuristics are used to detect and reject spurious extrema resulting from jaggedness and fragmentation in the contour.
The local minima on the lower contour divide the image vertically into segments, as shown in Fig. 6 . Segments are numbered from 0 to n À I, and n is used as the estimate of the length of the given phrase.
Positions of features are specified in terms of Holistic Segment Distance (HSD). Each position is of the form x.y, where x is the segment number and y is the offset into the segment computed as a fraction of the width of the segment (Fig. 7) . HSD preserves continuity of position across segment boundaries, while affording greater precision than the segment number alone.
Determination of Word Gap Candidates
Since exterior contours are sorted from left to right, every transition between adjacent contours is a potential word gap. The gap width (distance between bounding boxes of exterior contours to the left and right of the gap) is normalized by the mean horizontal separation between minima. This is motivated by the observations that 1) the width of true word gaps is proportional to the mean width of characters, and 2) the mean character width is proportional to the ªpitchº of the handwritten signal, which in turn is approximated by the mean separation between lower contour minima.
Since word gaps are often succeeded or preceded by ascenders [20] , the presence of ascenders in the neighborhood is factored into the confidence computation. The displacements from the baseline of the maxima to the left and right are computed and normalized by the width of the middle zone. The confidence of the gap g is computed as a logistic function of the normalized width w and displacements of flanking maxima h left and h right :
The weights q i , are computed by logistic regression over a training set. Only the u largest gaps are retained as candidate word gaps. A u of five was found sufficient for the street name verification task since lexicon phrases seldom have more than three words (Fig. 8 ).
Feature Prediction
In this phase, each lexicon phrase is evaluated in turn. The coarse holistic features of the phrase are predicted and matched with the feature candidates extracted from the image. Goodness of match scores are used to determine whether to accept or reject the lexicon phrase. The image itself is rejected in the absence of a satisfactory match with any of the lexicon phrases. The processing of a lexicon phrase is composed of: 1) feature prediction from ASCII, and 2) hierarchical evaluation of features.
The expected holistic features of lexicon phrases are predicted from ASCII using a set of heuristic rules and models of ªidealº lower and upper case characters.
Character models:
Character models provide coarse descriptions of the shape of features in terms of the number of minima and positions of ascenders and descenders relative to the minima. In addition to the features that may be normally expected (based on our observation of thousands of handwritten characters collected from mail pieces) of a handwritten character, the character models also specify optional features of the character (Fig. 9) . Optional features allow modeling of alternate ways of writing the same character. For example,`G' and`f' may be written with or without descendersÐthe descenders on these characters are said to be optional. Optional features also facilitate modeling of the additional ascenders created when strokes fail to connect, for example, when the two vertical strokes of an`A' fail to touch at the apex. Finally, optional features allow compensation for spurious features resulting from fragmentation in the image, untidy writing, and inaccuracy of reference lines.
Phrase models:
The features of the lexicon phrase as a whole are phrase length and word gaps. The phrase length is simply the sum of the ideal lengths of constituent characters, while word gaps are assumed at transitions from lower to upper case within the lexicon phrase. The phrase ªRedOakDrive,º for example, is assumed to have two word gaps and three words. 3. Word models: For each word in the phrase, the positions of ascenders and descenders are derived from the positions of these features of the constituent characters, as illustrated in Fig. 10 . The word length is computed as the sum of the ideal lengths of characters in the word.
The output of feature prediction is composed of the phrase length, the positions of gaps in the phrase and for each word, word length, and the positions of normal and optional ascenders and descenders within the word. All positions are expressed in terms of the Holistic Segment Distance described earlier. Normal features are assigned a confidence of 1.0, and optional features a confidence of 0.5.
Feature Evaluation
Holistic features of the lexicon phrase at the phrase and word level are matched against the corresponding candidates from the image sequentially in order of increasing computational cost. Each matching step is followed by thresholding to facilitate early rejection of poor matches. A lexicon phrase is said to be verified if it survives the entire sequence of thresholding stages without being rejected. Verification of a lexicon phrase leads to a decision of accept being immediately returned.
While scalar features such as phrase and word lengths may be directly compared, positional features (gaps, ascenders, descenders) are matched by a dynamic programming algorithm (POSMATCH) using multiple models of positional distortion of ideal features. The algorithm yields lexicon-driven detection of the true word gaps, ascenders, and descenders in the image when the lexicon phrase being considered is the truth, and poor match scores otherwise. Attributes of the matched image features are treated as attributes of the author's writing style and used to rescale match scores prior to thresholding.
The holistic features of an ªideally written phraseº occur in the ideal positions and have ideal confidences of unity. In practice, the same features are found to have shifted to the left or right (positional distortion) and to be different in size (scale distortion). Central to POSMATCH is the notion of separability of positional and scale distortion of positional features. Two models of positional distortion, the Independent Position Model, and the Tied Position Model are described, both based on the underlying principle that ideal features have ideal positions from which they may shift in either direction within limits. Positional features are, therefore, represented as solid spheres attached to their ideal positions along the word by tightly coiled springs. Since the object is to model positional distortion exclusively, the spheres are only allowed one degree of freedomÐthey may move to the left or the right along the length of the word (Fig 11) .
In the independent-position model, distortion of individual holistic features are assumed to be independent of one another. In the tied-position model on the other hand, features are tied to one another and to the ends of the word, and consequently, their distortions are not independent. The positional distortion incurred in matching a set of image features with the ideal features captured by the lexicon is measured in terms of the sum total of the ªtension or compressionº in the springs.
These models are implemented implicitly by the function pfitpY q, which measures the degree of positional fit between two given positional features p and q.
POSMATCH models three ways in which extracted image features may differ from the ideal lexicon features: 1) missed image features, 2) spurious image features, and 3) features distorted in position and scale [18] . The practice of ªoverextractionº ensures that valid features are seldom missed altogether. Hence, matching reduces to a process of selecting the subset of image features that provides the best bipartite match with the lexicon features. An unmatched lexicon feature leads to immediate rejection of the lexicon phrase. The degree of match of a given image feature with a given lexicon feature is computed as a function of their positional fit and the associated confidences.
Normal and optional lexicon features are matched in separate passes over the image: Once the normal features of the lexicon phrase have been matched with the image features, the matched image features are tagged, and only the remaining image features are made available for matching with optional features. Once the best match has been determined, the following scores are computed and used for subsequent thresholding. 
Unmatch score (unmatch):
The unmatch score is computed as the maximum confidence over unmatched image features. It is to be noted that optional features are ignored in the score computation. Their sole purpose is to match spurious image features and prevent them from distorting the unmatch score.
The scores pscore, cscore, and unmatch are used for thresholding.
Phrase Level Features
Phrase length:
The absolute value of the difference between the image and lexicon phrase lengths is used to eliminate lexicon phrases which are dissimilar in length.
Word gaps: POSMATCH is used to match image gap
candidates with the gaps in the lexicon phrase. This procedure effectively accomplishes segmentation of the handwritten phrase into words, with the difference that the segmentation of the image so obtained is particular to, and driven by, the lexicon phrase under consideration. The true word gaps are found much more reliably in this manner than by using any purely image-based technique (Fig. 12) . The values of pscore, cscore, and unmatch are used to reject poor matches, that is, lexicon phrases wherein the spatial arrangement of gaps differs considerably from that of significant gaps in the image.
Word Level Features
Knowledge of the positions of the true gaps in the image is used to partition the candidate ascenders and descenders extracted during the feature extraction phase by the word they belong to. The lengths of each of the image words also become available for the first time.
The primary attribute associated with a candidate ascender is its height above the baseline. In practice, ascenders are often written such that they are not prominent relative to the global reference lines, but stand out from their immediate surroundings. In an attempt to Fig. 12 . Results of matching lexicon gaps using POSMATCH. Gap candidates that were matched with lexicon gaps and those which were left unmatched are indicated by bold and thin lines, respectively. Fig. 13 . Lexicon-driven matching of ascenders using POSMATCH. Matches with normal and optional lexicon ascenders are shown in different shades.
capture a sense for the ªlocalº reference lines in the neighborhood of the candidate ascender, the heights above the baseline of the maxima to its immediate left and right are also determined. All three measurements are normalized by the middle zone width. In the event that the maximum is the first or last maximum within the word, the ªmissingº maximum is assumed to be aligned with the half line.
The ascender confidence is computed as a logistic function of the normalized heights h, h left , and h right :
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The weights e i , are computed from logistic regression on training data. The computation of is postponed until after the segmentation of the image into words because of the special treatment required for the first and last maxima within words. A similar procedure is followed to assign confidences to descender candidates. Feature matching at the word level is performed for each pair of image and lexicons, and scores evaluated after each word to allow early rejection. The features of words matched are word length, ascenders, and descenders:
1. Word length: The degree of agreement of lengths of a pair of corresponding image and lexicon words is computed as a function of their difference and their arithmetic mean, and is averaged over all words to obtain the overall length score. 2. Ascenders and descenders: For each word in the phrase, POSMATCH is used to select the maxima from the word image that best match the lexicon ascenders (Fig. 13) . The mean unnormalized height of these maxima is used to rescale the value cscore and unmatch prior to thresholding. As mentioned earlier, the scores are evaluated for each word, and the lexicon phrase rejected in the event of a poor match. In addition, the overall match scores are computed from the scores at the word level as follows:
. 
Thresholds
The thresholds used for rejection of the lexicon phrase at various points during its evaluation are parameters which determine overall system behavior and performance. Higher thresholds lead to more conservative behavior. Fewer images are verified, and fewer of those verified are in error. Lowering thresholds has the opposite effect: It increases the numbers of both the images verified and the errors among them. Reasonable values for thresholds depend on desired system behavior, and may be determined by experimentation with a training set of phrase images.
Limitations of Methodology
The methodology of extraction and lexicon-driven matching of holistic features such as gaps, length, ascenders, and descenders has several limitations:
1. Phrases handprinted in either upper or mixed case cannot be handled, since they have no reliable holistic features (besides length). An attempt is made to detect and reject such images based on the separation between the half and top lines, but is only partially successful given the unconstrained nature of writing styles encountered. In particular, words printed in uppercase but with some characters larger than others are impossible to reject without OCR. 2. HOVER expects that words are generally well written, with ascenders and descenders clearly standing out from the body of the word. These assumptions do not always hold for the handwritten phrases encountered in practice, and the image may then be rejected, or worse, verified against an erroneous lexicon phrase (Fig. 14) . 14. An untidily written handwritten street name where the assumption that ascenders are taller than other maxima is violated. Note also the mixing of case, a condition that is generally impossible to detect without OCR.
TABLE 3 Accept and Error Rates with and without Verification
A test deck of 3,119 street name images automatically extracted by the HWAI system was available for evaluating the performance of HOVER. HOVER is presented with the agreement-rejects (low-confidences instances of agreement of the top choices of WMR and CMR) and corresponding lexicon variant(s) of the agreed upon street name selected by WMR and CMR.
Since the agreement-rejects comprise a relatively small fraction of the total stream processed by WRC, the verification performance of HOVER was evaluated instead on the entire set of 3,119 street name images using a singleton lexicon composed of the top ranked street variant from WMR. This stream differs from the one HOVER would see in practice in that it includes both images that WMR or CMR would recognize with a high confidence (and WRC would accept upstream) and images that WMR or CMR would recognize with a very poor confidence (and WRC would reject upstream). In practice, HOVER would see only the cases with confidences in the ªgray regionº for both classifiers.
Of the 3,119 test cases, 2,540 (81.4 percent) have corresponding lexicons with the top choice of word recognition correct and 579 (18.6 percent) have wrong ones. However, for the reasons mentioned earlier, a correct top choice does not ensure that the variant of the street name in the lexicon is exactly that in the image. Nor does it preclude the presence of secondary information such as apartment and suite numbers following the street name in the image. For example, for an image of ªN. Elmwood St Apt 4º, the lexicon phrase ªNorth Elmwood Streetº is the top choice, but is not an exact match. It was estimated earlier that only 60 percent of the cases selected as the top choice in the lexicon are exact matches, capable of being verified by HOVER.
The accuracy of one version of HOVER, obtained from a particular choices of thresholds, on the test set is tabulated in Table 3 . The error rate is defined as the fraction of erroneous verifications amongst the verified images. The mean execution time per image for image processing (excluding connected component analysis) and lexicon evaluation is shown in Table 4 .
In general (based on a test set of about 10,000 handwritten mail piece images), the street name recognizer was called on about 40 percent of the images. The remaining images fall into the following two categories: 1) address is not a street name type of address, e.g., a PO Box address, and 2) the ZIP code or the street number were not recognized with a strong confidence. About 10 percent of the images where street name recognizer is called, (WMR and CMR) agree on the top choice but with low confidences. It is this pool of ªgray-areaº images that are passed on to the HOVER. This strategy effects the error rate as evident from Table 3 .
SUMMARY
HOVER allows rapid verification of handwritten phrases using holistic features such as gaps, length, ascenders, and descenders. The detection of the true word gaps, ascenders, and descenders is lexicon-driven. In general, ªover-extractionº of candidates combined with lexicon-driven detection improves the reliability of feature detection. The confidences of image features are derived from multiple attributes using logistic functions computed from training samples using Logistic Regression.
Features of verification strings (lexicon phrases) are predicted from tabulated features of constituent characters using heuristic rules. A dynamic programming algorithm is used for matching positional feature candidates from the image with predicted features of the lexicon phrase.
Image processing in chain code and a hierarchical treatment of features maximize computational efficiency. The hierarchical strategy also facilitates rapid rejection of poor matches and increases system throughput.
Increasing the robustness of feature extraction is an important concern. Spurious extrema typically lead to additional ascenders and descenders. The writing of many authors is marked by an extending below the baseline of the leading vertical stroke of the starting letter in each word. Optional features help to compensate for these, but must be used with caution since they may match genuine image features. The elimination of spurious minima is therefore an important research direction. Moreover, the confidences computed for image features are highly dependent on the reference lines. The use of separate sets of reference lines for each word in the phrase [19] instead of a single set of global reference lines for the entire phrase is highly desirable.
More powerful character models which incorporate statistics from training is the important next step after ideal features. Improved modeling of optional features, better ways of combining results from distortion models, and better thresholding schemes are other important directions for further research. Evelyn Kleinberg is a senior research scientist at the Center of Excellence for Document Analysis and Recognition (CEDAR), at State University of New York at Buffalo. Since 1990, she has participated in a variety of projects at CEDAR involving handwriting recognition and address interpretation. She has served as technical manager on several projects for the U.S. Postal Service, including real-time handwritten address interpretation and remote computer reading. These projects are now functional in the field.
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